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of strength. The similarity of the role played by Communism and
National Socialism was not yet apparent, and when such harsh
and discordant voices raised joint and violent denunciation of
the Republic and  Stresemannism, he may be pardoned for
thinking that the effect would be to drive decent men to stronger
support of both. The Red peril—despite its election strength—
was doing nothing to justify its name but talk, and again he
may be pardoned for thinking that, by splitting the Left, it was
at least negatively aiding the Republic. To the Socialist observer
who still genuinely believed in the inevitability of a Socialist
society, and who was  convinced that the  Social Democratic
party was the key to the revolutionary situation, what was most
plain was that the schism made absolute by Moscow took the
game that would have been in the hands of a united Left out of
those of Social Democracy without putting it into those of
Communism. He saw in the schism a deadly blow to Socialism,
because the official party had now no chance of power constitu-
tionally and no will to act unconstitutionally to get it, and he
must have felt it as supremely strange that, when the Left parties
between them could poll 40 per cent and more of a total vote and
could do nothing with it, the German worker acquiesced in a
state of things which robbed him of all hope of a Socialist state.
But the honest democrat would have felt that all this talk of a
Socialist state and revolutionism was, given the present temper
of Social Democracy, nonsense, and that Communist pressure,
by preventing unity, actually did make devotedly democratic
republican that strong Socialist party which, as we saw, was a
necessary condition of the Republic's maintenance, but in rather
a different sense from that of 1919. The "national" observer
equally would deplore the Right schisms for similar reasons,
and for similar reasons they would be a source of joy to the
honest democrat. There was unfortunately no one to bother
about the tragedy of German revolutionism.
Stresemann's judgment of the extremist parties therefore was
contemptuous, and on balance sound. If he did not quite appre-
ciate the fact that the Communist opposition to him was essenti-
ally not a German opposition, but the opposition of a Russian

